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The Team

Contributors

A hello from the editor
Issue Twelve, can you believe it? That’s an entire year of the new 
(though I can’t exactly call it new anymore, can I?) Flavourly 
magazine. Hands up who has a copy of every issue...

As year one of this publication comes to a close, we’re going 
big with a seriously exciting and special month for the Flavourly 
community. We’ve been taken over by London’s open brewery, 
UBREW, and they’re filling your boxes with their delicious beers, 
and the best beers brewed at their awesome facility. 

While we’re talking about London, we’re delighted to have Jonny 
Garrett from the Craft Beer Channel on board as he takes us to his 
top five places to pick up a pint in the capital; I feel a trip down 
south coming on.

For our lovely gin community, not only do we have an exclusive 
interview with a true Ginsmith (of Liverpool), Ben Murphy, but 
we’ve only gone and launched our own gin liqueur.  Developed 
exclusively for Flavourly by Strathearn Distillery as part of our 
#LetterboxGin project, this romantic Honey and Raspberry 
Liqueur is the most delicious way to tell someone they’re the gin 
to your tonic! Find out more throughout the magazine.

Finally, Flavourly’s own Claire MacDonald teaches us all about 
pairing craft beer with chocolate and gives us her favourite 
combinations.  Time to get stuck in!

Cheers!

Kevin O’Donnell

Welcome

Cameron Willis, Writer/Designer
Beer-loving writer with a penchant 
for mischief and a passion for 
travelling. Digs life, friends and 
anything by John Steinbeck. 

Jonny Garrett, Writer
Jonny is an author, journalist and 
cofounder of YouTube’s Craft 
Beer Channel. He travels the 
world finding the best beers and 
meeting the people behind them.

Kevin O’Donnell, Editor
Writer, beer geek and self-
confessed crazy cat man. When 
not drinking beer, can be found 
reading Haruki Murakami novels.

This magazine is proudly included with your monthly discovery club hamper or gift hamper of either great craft beer or gin.
Box Alcohol Contents*: Craft Beer Club 10 x 330ml, £25. Gin Discovery Club 3 x 200ml,  £35
*discount offers excepted, subject to change

Will Moss, Writer
A music-lover, avid reader and 
rock climber who’s happiest when 
exploring new places. Particularly 
partial to a decent pint and/or cup 
of coffee.

Claire MacDonald, Writer
Marketing Ninja at Flavourly, 
weapon of choice is her trusty 
notepad and pen. Can always be 
found with either coffee or gin in 
hand.
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ROSES ARE RED, VIOLETS ARE BLUE.
GIN THROUGH THE POST, BETTER THAN DINNER FOR TWO!

This Valentine’s Day, forget the flowers, forget the chocolates;  
send your loved one gin through their letterbox with Flavourly.

Featuring two 50ml pouches of our perfectly pink Honey and 
Raspberry Gin Liqueur, this is the only way to tell someone 

they’re the gin to your tonic.

Pre-order your #LetterboxGin today at:

FLAVOURLY.COM/LETTERBOXGIN
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Every month, we pick the best photos shared online with the hashtag #DrinkDifferent and 
showcase them right here in the Flavourly magazine with a prize for the best of the bunch!

#DRINKDIFFERENT

Honourable mentions

Winner

/FLAVOURLY     @FLAVOURLY     @FLAVOURLYHQ

milovsorov on Instagram Adam Chamberlain on TwitterStephen McCartney on Twitter

STEPHEN ASBURY

Congratulations!

Long time readers will know we 

love furry friends at Flavourly, and 

this big cuddly kitty was just too cute 

to not win!

Congrats and please enjoy

£20 to spend on our bottleshop!

Email support@flavourly.com to 

claim your prize!



Beer
Discoveries
Each month, Flavourly’s resident 
beer geeks scour the globe for the 
most delicious craft beers that 
the brewing world has to offer 
and delivers them right to our 
community members’ front doors.

Here’s what they found...



Airlift is a milk stout infused with 
the exotic tonka bean. Pours black 
with a healthy head. A sweet stout 
but by no means sickly, the tonka 
beans give flavours and aromas 
of dark honey, muscavado sugar, 
cinnamon and black cherries. 

AIRLIFT - UBREW
5.1% ABV, MILK STOUT

SERVING TEMPERATURE: CHILLED (7-10°C)

A high IBU bitter edge reminiscent 
of Stone and Flying Dog’s IPAs is 
backed up with all the caramalts 
you need while a bear with a rocket 
launcher for an arm goes to town 
on your tastebuds. This beer isn’t 
pulling any punches at 6.9%.

ROCKET BEAR - UBREW
6.9% ABV, WEST COAST IPA

SERVING TEMPERATURE: CHILLED (7-10°C)

Octobear is an international 
incident in a can. Belgian saison 
yeast bumps chests with Japanese 
Sorachi Ace hops in a greeting 
that sends shockwaves across 
the palates of hundreds of 
unsuspecting beer drinkers.

OCTOBEAR - UBREW
6.4% ABV, SAISON

SERVING TEMPERATURE: CHILLED (7-10°C)

Originally brewed for miners, 
grisettes are light, refreshing and 
reminiscent of a saison. Malted 
wheat backs up Cascade in a citrusy 
duo that goes down easy yet has 
more to the pallette than you might 
expect.

MEGAHIPPO - UBREW
4.1% ABV, GRISETTE

SERVING TEMPERATURE: CHILLED (7-10°C)

Laid-back and sessionable yet as 
hoppy as they come. Pours amber 
with a reasonable head, gives 
flavours and aromas of peaches. 
One of our personal favourites 
and real crowd pleaser. You’ll be 
addicted from the first sip.

ROCKET CUB -UBREW
4.7% ABV, AMERICAN PALE ALE

SERVING TEMPERATURE: CHILLED (7-10°C)

Hoplust is stout turned up to 11. 
Centennial, Cascade and Columbus 
hops do unholy things on a bed of 
dark malt. It’s the kind of drink your 
mother warned you about. It’s dirty. 
It’s unnatural. You can’t help but 
want it.

HOPLUST STOUT - UBREW
4.0% ABV, STOUT

SERVING TEMPERATURE: CHILLED (7-10°C)

Kitten Surprise is a New England 
IPA that both tastes and looks juicy. 
Pours cloudy with a nectarine-juice 
appearance. The aroma and taste 
is pineapple, mango and a hint of 
lemon. Very little bitterness and 
massively easy-drinking.

KITTEN SURPRISE - UBREW
5.9% ABV, EAST COAST IPA

SERVING TEMPERATURE: CHILLED (7-10°C)

Gateway is an India Pale Lager - 
crisp, clean and sessionable but 
hopped up and ready to blow 
minds. Tropical fruit flavours with a 
firm but friendly malt base combine 
with the warm embrace of hops. An 
easy-drinking IPL.

GATEWAY - UBREW
5.2% ABV, INDIA PALE LAGER

SERVING TEMPERATURE: COLD (4-7°C)
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Got nuts? A roasty black malt 
stout meets peanut butter. Expect 
peanuts on the nose followed by 
a crunchy hit of coffee. It’s a match 
made in nutty espresso heaven, 
something we’re incredibly excited 
to be bringing to you. 

UNHOLY ALLIANCE - UBREW
5.2% ABV, STOUT

SERVING TEMPERATURE: CHILLED (7-10°C)

A classic Bavarian hefewiezen 
spiked with tart cranberry. 
Brewed for Saint Petersburg band 
Pinkshinyultrablast ahead of their 
2018 UK tour, this clean, drinkable 
beer is meant to be enjoyed in cold 
winter months, at a gig.

PINK SHINY ULTRABIER - BREWAGE A TROIS
5.5% ABV, HEFEWEIZEN

SERVING TEMPERATURE: COLD (4-7°C)

A light and easy-drinking pale 
ale that doesn’t skimp on flavour, 
with a blueberry and tropical fruit 
aroma, a refreshing bitterness 
and a toasty malt backbone. It’s a 
superbly well-rounded pale that 
doesn’t try to reinvent the game.

TIDAL PALE ALE - TIDAL
5.1% ABV, PALE ALE

SERVING TEMPERATURE: CHILLED (7-10°C)

This modern American pale ale 
features Maris Otter and Crystal 
malts, with a blend of Cascade, 
Columbus and Citra hops. Perfectly 
balanced with a bright, citrusy and 
tropical aroma and a slightly earthy, 
floral, spicy palate.

LUPO - ORA
4.4% ABV, AMERICAN PALE ALE

A coffee chocolate milk stout with 
enough punch to awaken the 
beast. It’s oozing with espresso 
aromas and dark melting chocolate 
amongst all the roasted malts. The 
lactose adds a sweet, creamy touch, 
with dark fruit flavours.

BEAST MODE - UBREW
4.6% ABV, STOUT

SERVING TEMPERATURE: CHILLED (7-10°C)

Super Moon is rich, dark and thick. 
Flavours of salted caramel run 
through a formidable malt base in 
order to tag team with a lumbering 
mountain of chocolate. Expect 
big malts, big flavour and an even 
bigger smile.

SUPER MOON - UBREW
4.1% ABV, PORTER

SERVING TEMPERATURE: CHILLED (7-10°C)

Beach Bum is for drinking in the 
sun - or if that’s not possible - then 
reminiscing about drinking in the 
sun. Lots of Mosaic and Azacca 
hops give the beer a fresh tropical 
fruit flavour which finishes dry and 
crisp.

BEACH BUM - BEATNIKZ REPUBLIC 
5.0% ABV, AMERICAN PALE ALE

SERVING TEMPERATURE: CHILLED (7-10°C)

Inspired by the amazing hops of 
New Zealand and the saisons of 
Belgium. Beatnikz liberally hopped 
a simple saison recipe before then 
infusing the beer with lime zest and 
sauvignon blanc oak chips. A light, 
fruity and zesty beer.

FARMHOUSE HITCHIKER - BEATNIKZ REPUBLIC
5.5% ABV, SAISON

SERVING TEMPERATURE: CHILLED (7-10°C)

SERVING TEMPERATURE: CHILLED (7-10°C)
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Eureka is Brews Company’s flagship 
beer and their raison d’être. 
Intense herbal and citrus aroma, 
blackberries and gooseberry in 
the mouth, with a crisp dry finish. 
A hop forward session IPA with a 
good malty backbone.

EUREKA! - BREWS COMPANY
4.3% ABV, SESSION IPA

This modern Grisette is brewed 
with oats and wheat before being 
fermented with Saisonsteins 
Monster, a hybrid French and 
Belgian yeast. Subtle bubblegum, 
light herbal and gentle orange 
flavours.

GAL DOVE - FREIGHT BREWERY
4.0% ABV, GRISETTE

SERVING TEMPERATURE: CHILLED (7-10°C)

A full-bodied traditional stout 
using a blend of six malts to give 
a layered mouthfeel and lingering 
finish. Balanced with traditional 
Golding and Fuggles and subtle 
added spice from Perle. The guys 
behind it are immensely proud.

BLACKENED II STOUT - THIRSTY SMILE
5.3% ABV, STOUT

SERVING TEMPERATURE: CHILLED (7-10°C)

Lavender is a traditional milk stout 
- rich, creamy and decadent, with 
a touch of lavender to keep things 
interesting. It’s got a floral aroma, as 
you’d expect, matched by a subtle 
lavender flavour. It’s a wonderfully 
drinkable and unique milk stout.

LAVENDER - BREWS COMPANY
4.5% ABV, MILK STOUT

SERVING TEMPERATURE: CHILLED (7-10°C)

A unique blend of three of our 
favourite flavours. This chocolate, 
orange and caramel stout has 
a delicate warmth to it which 
compliments its sweetness. Rich 
and comfy, it’s perfect for the cold 
winter evenings.

WINTER - BREWS BREWERY
4.5% ABV, MILK STOUT

SERVING TEMPERATURE: CHILLED (7-10°C)

SERVING TEMPERATURE: CHILLED (7-10°C)

A rich black wall of roasted malts, 
peppered with rye and shot 
through with chocolate, liquorice 
and a hint of vanilla. An exceptional 
stout that is vegan friendly, it packs 
a punch at 8.0% and is made with 
barley malt and rye malt.

RISIKO - LEFT BANK
8.0% ABV, STOUT

SERVING TEMPERATURE: CHILLED (7-10°C)

Beer that’s the brainchild of an 
advanced computer system; there’s 
a sentence we never thought 
we’d say. This porter has been 
engineered with you in mind - 
IntelligentX’s AI has refined this 
beer via user submitted feedback.

AI BLACK - INTELLIGENTX
5.1% ABV, PORTER

SERVING TEMPERATURE: CHILLED (7-10°C)

St Mary’s St Arnold is named after 
Arnold of Soissons, the patron 
saint of hop -pickers and brewers. 
A dark beer, it’s a rich chocolatey, 
creamy stout with a well-balanced 
combination of sweetness from the 
lactose and bitter Magnum hops. 

ST. ARNOLD - ST. MARY’S BREWERY
4.5% ABV, MILK STOUT

SERVING TEMPERATURE: CHILLED (7-10°C)
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UBREW by name, UBREW by nature. These London based brewmeisters 
offer you and four friends the opportunity to brew your own beer through 

membership. UBREW is about opportunity – the chance to experiment with a 
depth and variety of styles, tastes and creativity from across the beer world, with 

beer drinkers. It’s like beer university, and anyone can graduate. 

UBREW

Perhaps as unique a brewery as they come, IntelligentX are producing beer 
of the future, today. They collect customer feedback on a range of beers and, 
as it pours in, an algorithm and AI system processes the data and applies the 

desires of customers to the recipe. This means they’re constantly fine tuning and, 
logic dictates, the beer they make is precisely what you’re looking for.

INTELLIGENTX

Tidal was founded by enthusiastic beer aficionado Paul Young in his search to 
produce the perfect beer for his tastes. He’s a man for summery, tropical pales, 

and by steering tidal, he hopes to produce beer that is not only reflective of his 
own passions, but that people pick up as the quintessential summer brew. Dive on 

in…

TIDAL BREWING

Freight Brewing Co. is the brainchild of friends Remy Chaloner and Anthony 
Probert. Being gypsy brewers, Remy and Anthony don’t stagnate. Their recipes 

are conjured in Dorset and fabricated nationwide, this approach to brewing 
exposes them to some of the most exciting brewers in the world, inspiring 

innovative, memorable craft beers. 

FREIGHT BREWING 

Following on in that age-old tradition of churches infusing beer with the 
passion of the Holy Spirit, this unique little brewery was founded on three 

core principles – great beer, community and a passion for youthful opportunity. 
Situated in the Church of St. Mary’s up on Primrose Hill, this beer has made its way 

from the crypt to your door. 

ST. MARY’S

Partners in Beer
Before making their way to your doorstep, the delicious craft beers in your Flavourly box are lovingly 
created by some of the best brewers in the world. Meet our latest partners in beer.
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Beer akin to that your great grandad used to drink. This is brewing that’s 
taking back the old school with youthful experimentation at its helm. No more 
single yeasts, clean filtration, pasteurisation and “carboardisation”, these guys 
want beer to be what beer is. It’s about a variety of flavours and styles, breaking 
away from convention and being “live and wild.”

LEFT BANK BREWERY

Founded in the town of Modena in the Emilia-Romagna region of Italy, ORA 
is an independent brewery dedicated to creating beers that marry the quality 
of the finest Italian ingredients with beer. Made in traditional British beer styles, 
these creative Italians are bringing Italian craft beer to the world, via London. ORA 
oozes appeal, class and flavour. It’s Italian alright.

ORA

Another of this batch on the Bermondsey Beer Mile in South East London, 
Brews Company started brewing at UBREW in late 2016. Little over a year later, 
they’ve scaled up to a still tiny 100l kit, and describe themselves as a nano-
brewery. All their beer is vegan friendly and, even though Brews Company, you 
can still definitely enjoy this unique little starter in a crowd.

BREWS COMPANY

Beatnikz Republic began gypsy brewing in 2015 and moved to their own 
premises in early 2017. Based in a railway arch in Manchester’s Green Quarter, 
they produce daring, innovative and high quality beers that can be found 
throughout the UK. Their beers – and trademark 440ml can designs – have won 
them a loyal following and they’re soon installing new tanks to meet demand.

BEATNIKZ REPUBLIC

Thirsty Smile have been where you are now, looking at yet another beer from 
yet another brewery you’ve never heard of, wondering if it’s any good. In the 
end, they gave up and just started making their own. They make balanced beers, 
full of flavour, not too gassy and never using wheat malt. “Beer by us. Shared with 
you. We hope you enjoy it.”

THIRSTY SMILE

Brewage à Trois is a collective of three London craft brewers who love to 
make new beers. Their creations are a mash up of the thoughts, dreams 
and visions of their three foundations. They want to make tasty beers that are 
sutured with creativity, fresh ideas and their own Brewage à Trois touch, proving in 
time that three is indeed the magic number.

BREWAGE A TROIS
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It’s 7.30AM, I’m standing in 
Glasgow Central train station, 
and in no danger of breaking 

from a traditional Scottish January. 
It’s absolutely freezing. Not that I 
mind too much. I’ll take navigating 
pavements like some kind of arctic 
surfer and sifting my way through 
clouds of icy dragon breath for days 
like today. After all, it’s not every 
day you’re sent hurtling across the 
country in search of beery pastures 
new. 
 The destination? The Bermondsey 
Beer Mile – an area becoming so 
synonymous with craft the local 
shops may as well begin trading 
in hops. My hosts? UBREW – true 
craft beer pioneers, who, with an 
endearingly modest riposte, take an 
immense amount of pride in training 
and supporting the latest craft 

beer talent. They’ve taken over this 
month’s beer boxes – and we couldn’t 
be happier.
 There’s something wonderfully 
exciting about sampling extremely 
rare brews that are honed with a 
personal touch. So, understandably, 
I couldn’t wait to get started. I’m 
almost 100% certain, after receiving 
your box, you’re feeling precisely the 
same way.
 Upon arriving in an admittedly 
murky London, I stepped off at 
Euston Station and into the hustle 
and bustle of the city’s unmistakable 
multicultural, cosmopolitan streets, 
happy once again to be back in the 
Big Smoke. I scampered down into 
the Underground after grabbing a 
quick bite to eat, slinking on and 
off those shiny metal pythons that 
slither around underneath London’s 

sprawling metropolis, sometimes at 
depths of up to 60 metres, before the 
Jubilee line took me to Bermondsey.
After walking a short distance from 
the tube station, I was there. Tucked 
neatly into the bottom corner of an 
industrial park, covered by two large 
railway arches, UBREW awaited.
 I was met by Matthew Dunham, 
who, with a strong handshake and 
a thick Canadian accent, welcomed 
me to UBREW and sat me down. At 
first glance the brewery itself is kind 
of split into two parts – in one of the 
arches, you find the brewpub, stock 
and operations side of UBREW. In 
the other, the brewing vessels and 
equipment. When you scratch the 
surface, however, you find the huge 
variety of ingredients used by UBREW 
upstairs, and their impressive 5BBL 
industrial brewkit – reserved for the 

Your Brewery, Our Brewery,
Everyone’s Brewery:
An Afternoon in Gypsy Brewing Heaven with UBREW
Words: Cameron Willis
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craftiest creations on the biggest 
scale – tucked away, almost hidden, 
at the back of the first arch. In this 
section, you also find all manner of 
creations entering the final stage of 
their production.
 The archways make for a cool 
setting for the production of creative 
new beers, and there’s a very 
modern, progressive feel to the entire 
brewery, from the shared space to 
the aesthetic – you get this image of 
UBREW as outlaw brewing renegades 
setting up shop and a brewing 
community in whatever space they 
can.
 The smell is one of the things 
that hits you first – that mixture of 
malts, hops, wheat and all manner of 
ingredients fills the air but the place 
is remarkably spotless. In fact, I found 
Toby, one of the head brewers on 

his hands and knees scrubbing the 
place when I entered. It’s “90%” of the 
job he assures me. It’s no mean feat 
keeping this place ticking over, but 
there’s a real feeling of community 
here, a place where everyone pitches 
in - something that co-founder Wilf 
Horshall puts at the heart of UBREW.
 “Community always has been and 
always will be very important to 
craft beer – both the production of 
it and the drinking of it. We are, first 
and foremost, a community. And in 
many ways that’s our greatest asset,” 
explains Will. “Why it’s even more 
important to us is because we built 
the community before we started 
brewing our beer. The community is 
what inspired us to set up shop – we 
want to take brewing and make it 
a social affair, something you meet 
new people through, swap ideas and 

come up with new collaborations 
together. And we owe a lot to our 
community – they gave us their 
support and faith when we were just 
an idea crowdfunding to get started.”
 From here, I was introduced to 
one of UBREW’s brewing community. 
Andrew is one of the founders of 
Thirsty Smile and he talked to me 
about the huge impact UBREW have 
had on his own brewing adventure. 
UBREW gave Andrew and his co-
founders the chance to make beer in 
a space that supports them, and the 
result, their subtle yet flavoursome 
Blackened Stout, is literally a dream 
come true. Andrew hopes this will 
grow into a commercial enterprise, 
and he’ll thank UBREW for their help 
in getting there. Being able to give 
that opportunity is something that 
makes this place really quite special.
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 “We’re an open brewery where 
anyone can brew their own beer,” 
muses Wilf. “That means you get a 
membership, turn up and use our 
gear to brew your beer. It’s all top 
notch stainless steel, and we’re a 
licensed brewery, which means if you 
register with HMRC you’re legal to 
start selling your beer. We’re the first 
and only brewery where people can 
go from learning to brew for fun to 
selling on an industrial scale under 
the same roof.”
 Another creative element of 
UBREW comes by also offering 
brewing courses to anyone who 
wants to learn the ropes, or the hops. 
“Experienced brewers or absolute 

beginners alike can take part and 
learn something new,” explains Wilf. 
“We take a hands-on approach, the 
kit is very manual – this isn’t a case 
of pressing buttons and waiting for 
the machine to tell you it’s over – you 
are the brewer, and you’re piping this 
beer from vessel to vessel, adding 
your hops and mashing your grain. 
It’s an intense crash course, but our 
guys are there the whole time and 
you’re in good hands. “
 UBREW also brew their own 
beer onsite – another unique 
facet to this business and gypsy 
brewing space, and something 
that is symbolic of their love of the 
stuff. From their highly sessionable 

“Community 
always has 
been and 
always will 
be very 
important to 
craft beer 
– both the 
production 
of it and the 
drinking of it”
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Rocket Cub American pale ale (my 
personal favourite) to their dark, 
thick chocolate stout Beast Mode, 
their creations are designed to be 
as unique and brave as they are 
easy-drinking. As Wilf explains: “We 
like to brew badass beers labelled 
up with super radical artwork. We’re 
constantly experimenting with 
different techniques and recipes 
- some of our core beers have 
transformed dramatically since day 
one.”
 As part of their takeover, UBREW 
are also launching three new beers, 
that the Flavourly community will get 
an exclusive first taste of. Super Moon, 
a salted caramel Baltic porter, Unholy 

Alliance, a peanut butter stout and 
Megahippo, a nicely hopped grisette, 
are all being launched through our 
Discovery Club. You get the first taste 
– how exciting is that?
 So, after spending the better part 
of 5 hours floating about UBREW, 
speaking with their core staff, and 
sampling a good few of their beers, 
I headed off back to Kings Cross to 
ready myself for the long trip home in 
the morning. On the way back, I got 
thinking about something Wilf had 
said earlier. 
 He said, “[at UBREW] We want 
people to feel that drive that comes 
with any creative endeavour. That 
feeling of satisfaction you get 

when something goes really well, 
that determination to learn from 
something that didn’t.”
 Empowered, and with a few of 
their beers in me, I wondered if I’d 
ever produce beer on such a scale 
myself. And maybe that’s the point of 
UBREW. It really is YOUR own brewery. 
It’s our brewery. It’s a chance to make 
a dream for some a reality, for an 
amazingly affordable price. And even 
if these visions had disappeared by 
the next morning, it ensured that 
visiting this inspiring little gypsy 
brewing station in Bermondsey was 
more than worth the trip.
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Samuel Johnson once said that 
when you are tired of London, 
you are tired of life. Clearly he 

didn’t pay the rent that I do, but 
otherwise he couldn’t be more 
right. I’ve lived and drunk here for a 
decade and still it is full of surprises. 
Despite working in the beer industry, 
researching the London Craft Beer 
Guide uncovered not only five bril-
liant pubs I had never visited before 
but even one brewery. 
 Part of the joy of being a beer 
lover is the adventures it takes you 
on. Getting to Weird Beard on a 
rainy day is akin to Frodo’s journey 
to Mount Doom, and Stockwell is 
a frightening concrete jungle with 
only one reason to visit – Stormbird. 
But when you get to these amazing 
places, the beer, food and people 
make you realise why you’re happy 
to travel for an hour and spend £6 a 
pint. 
 These are our top picks from the 
book, but they are just five of over 
40 amazing places we covered 
while writing it. Beer is the greatest 
hobby in the world – one that brings 
people together to support small, 
independent businesses – and there 
is no better place in the world to do 
it than London.

1. Howling Hops, Hackney Wick
Hands down our favourite taproom in 
London, our trips to Howling Hops have 
become almost weekly. Their lagers 
and IPAs would be the best on the bar 
in pretty much any pub, but at the 
source they taste even better thanks to 
being served right from the tanks. That 
protects the beer from damaging light 
and oxygen as well as allowing them 
to serve each beer at exactly the right 
temperature. Like the taste of warm 
bread, you know it is fresh. For us, a swift 
drink can turn into an afternoon session 
very easily and when it does there is no 
place we’d rather be.

2. Stormbird, Stockwell
In the book we compare Stormbird to a 
goldfish bowl. It’s an unlikely metaphor 
for one of London’s best craft beer pubs, 
but it’s an apt one. The huge windows 
let you stare out at the real world, but 
somehow stop any of the sound and 
stress coming in. If I’m meeting friends 

there I arrive an hour early to soak up the 
peace and quiet and half a few halves 
from their incredible tap list and fridges. 
Despite it’s unusual location, the beer list 
is wider than the entire of West London’s 
put together, and Stormbird just 
happens to be a wonderful pub in itself.

3. Pressure Drop, Tottenham Hale
Pressure Drop used to be found down 
a back alley near Hackney Central. You 
had to brave abandoned cars, burning 
oil drums and a vicious sounding dog 
kennel to pick up a few fresh Pale Fires. 
No longer. Now, the most trying thing 
you have to do on the way to their 
North London brewery is make it past 
Beavertown without stopping for a 
few there instead. Pressure Drop now 
turn out triple the amount of delicious 
juicy, bitter pale ales and idiosyncratic 
hefeweiss, porters and browns that no 
one else would dare make. They’ve also 
made their makeshift tap a joy to be in, 
and if you’re that way inclined you can 

CRAFT BEER BARS IN LONDON
Top Five

WORDS: Jonny Garrett   PHOTOS: Brad Evans

Ahead of the release of his new book 
The London Craft Beer Guide, Jonny 
Garrett outlines his top five places to 
pick up a pint in the capital

5Jonny propping up the bar at The Southampton Arms, Kentish Town
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often join the brewers for a Saturday 
lunchtime jog around Hackney Marshes 
before your first pint.

4. The Mall Tavern, Notting Hill
West London is a desert for good beer, 
but that only makes the oases all the 
more satisfying to find. I love the feeling 
on settling into the Mall Tavern knowing 
that lots of poor fools are returning 
their vinegary pints to the bar at some 
soulless chain bar down the road. The 
Mall Tavern is much more inclusive than 
me though, and is filled with a glorious 
mix of ages and nationalities thanks to 
its local feel but very touristy location. An 
example of how brilliant this craft beer 

bar is can be found on the tills, which has 
a Betty Button. Betty is a 90-something 
regular, who refused to pay over a tenner 
for a meal. The pub owner struck a deal, 
saying as long as she came in twice a 
week he’d give her the run of the menu 
for a tenner. Stories like that, and the 
amazing keg list, keep me coming back 
whenever I am dragged over to this part 
of London.

5. Southampton Arms, Kentish Town
This is one of the best pubs in the world. 
As someone who has written a book on 
them I don’t use that phrase lightly, but 
there is something inexplicably brilliant 
about the Southampton Arms. It’s a 

simple place – cash only, hard wooden 
stools, 12 cask lines, 2 kegs and 6 ciders. 
But everything is perfectly kept and 
unfailingly delicious. But more than the 
beer it’s the feeling you get when you’re 
there. A rowdy night involves an old lady 
thrashing out jazz tunes on a broken-
down piano or the barman spinning 
beat-up records, and a quiet night is all 
crackling fires and crosswords. Whenever 
I go I meet old friends or make new ones 
– surely what a pub is truly about.

The London Craft Beer Guide written by Brad and Jonny of the Craft Beer Channel is part tour-
guide and part in-depth exploration of London’s amazing beer scene. 
It’s out now in good bookshops and on Amazon.

FANCY ANOTHER? GET THE BOOK...

12
43

Photo by Francis Redman 
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Italy is a nation long associated 
with quality. The country’s clothes, 
shoes and, of course, food, are 

renowned the world over. Italian 
brewing, however, has yet to have 
that same impact. This month, we 
chat to one of the Italian breweries 
who seek to diversify their nation’s 
offerings when it comes to beer. ORA 
Brewing Company started 10 years 
ago within the confines of a messy 
garage in the northern Italian town 
of Modena. Three school friends - 
Pietro, Emanuele and Daniele soon 
discovered that a passion for making 
beer was something they shared. 
 Flavourly spoke to one of the 
founding trio, Daniele. He told us 
that ORA, in his dialect, means 
‘shade’. “For us the word ushered 
images of a farmer working in the 

countryside, and after a hard days 
work getting some rest under the 
shade of a tree and enjoying a fresh 
beer”. The trio learned to brew in 
the aforementioned garage, before 
Pietro took a brewing course and 
became the company’s head brewer. 
Soon they fine-tuned a couple of 
recipes and since then ORA has 
gone from strength to strength, 
expanding the team to eight. 
 The company’s ethos is, parallel to 
much of Italian culture, focused on 
quality above all else. “Sometimes it 
feels like people are more interested 
in the colour and haziness of a beer 
than the actual taste”, explained 
Daniele. ORA take cues from Italian 
culinary tradition of an emphasis on 
taste and quality of ingredients. “We 
appreciate “simple” tastes, like the 

ones from our pils and our brown 
ale. Italian food is traditionally made 
with simple recipes, we apply the 
same concept to brewing, and try 
to put the pure taste of beer centre-
stage rather than what the drink 
looks like.”
 And the beer they brew isn’t 
the tried and tested, well-known 
lager style that is so common in 
Italy. In fact, ORA are big fans of 
British traditional style ales and 
take inspiration from some of the 
foremost British craft breweries such 
as Hackney’s Five Points Brewing 
Company, Orbit Beers and Signature 
Brew. Their roster includes a brown 
ale, ‘Giole’, based on a British ale 
recipe with some american hops, 
and bestseller ‘Lupo’ - the result of 
beer-drinking journeys in the US 

Made in London

Words: Will Moss
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and UK to find the best ingredients 
possible. 
 These brews are getting noticed, 
and Daniele told us that some of 
ORA’s proudest moment’s have 
been gaining recognition in the UK. 
He explained how getting their beer 
stocked in some London pubs like 
the Salisbury Hotel, the Mirth Marvel 
and Maud and the Well and Bucket 
have been real achievements that 
all the team are proud of, especially 
as it was a challenge to initially 
get stocked outside of Italian 
restaurants. 
 Now that their UK presence is 
growing, the company has made 
the decision to open a new brewery 
in London to provide fresher beer 
to their customers in the city and 
UK at large. “Our model is about 
to change, as our beers will soon 
be 100% brewed in the UK. We 
are going to complement our core 
range with new, small experimental 
batches using some local Italian 
ingredients for our brews. We are 
also taking this as an opportunity 
to review some of our core range 
recipes. The water profile in the UK 
is very different from Italy, so we are 
refreshing and renewing some of our 
older recipes… Very exciting times!”
 ORA are currently working 
between two countries hundreds 
of miles from each other, a situation 
that obviously has its challenges. 
One of these is deciding what beer 
to brew next and what flavours to 
choose. Daniele explained how they 
get round the issue: “Last year we did 
a very funny Skype tasting, where 
we tried different batches of our APA 
and we shortlisted the best two.” 
After the team had decided that all 

was OK, they saw what their drinkers 
thought before going to production. 
“We then we did a customer trial 
at the Netil market, where we let 
customers try two beers and they 
decided the final recipe - and the 
name as well!”
 A London location does not mean 
that the ORA team will diverge 
from their roots. When it comes 
to creating new recipes, they are 
keen to give their drinks an Italian 
identity. “Italians have always 
been great chefs. We would like 
to do some more exploring into 
how great flavours from our own 

local ingredients can enhance the 
taste of some beers”. One of these 
ingredients is set to feature in the 
first brew from their new home in 
Bermondsey. A balsamic vinegar 
milk stout with vanilla, it’s a fusion of 
Italian and British flavours and due 
for release in February and it’s going 
to be launched at Craft Beer Rising.
 Alongside this, it is new flavours 
and styles that are the main focus 
of ORA.  They have used the recent 
Christmas break to take some time 
at home and discover more Italian 
ingredients to use in their beers in 
2018 so watch this space!

Italians have always been great chefs. We 
would like to do some more exploring into how 
great flavours from our own local ingredients 
can enhance the taste of some beers.

Daniele enjoys the fruits of his labour
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Gin
Discoveries
Each month, Flavourly’s team of top gin 
drinkers (we mean... “experts”) helps 
our community discover the best small 
batch craft gins from the most exciting 
micro-distilleries in the country -  and 
beyond!

Here’s what our community of gin lovers 
is sipping...
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Tasting notes: This gin showcases the classic 
gin botanical of juniper with a familiar flavour 
profile while also shining a spotlight on the citrus 
flavours of orange and lemon.

Botanicals: Juniper, coriander, angelica root, 
cardamom, orange peel, lemon peel, almond and
orris root.

Perfect serve: Best served in a simple gin and 
tonic with loads of ice, garnished with a spiral of 
lemon peel.

A truly indepedent, artisan gin made in the 
heart of the city, The Ginsmiths of Liverpool 
was founded on the philosophy of making the 
highest quality gin possible in Liverpool. 

Their gins are all about balance and quality, and 
if a botanical doesn’t contribute to the aroma, 
flavour or mouthfeel of the gin then it doesn’t go 
in. And they make sure that all of their gins work 
perfectly in a gin and tonic.

The Experimental Editions are their first launch, 
a series of gins that sought to showcase different 
flavours found in gin while maintaining a 
balanced taste; this one is all about a subtle citric 
burst.

CITRUS 
EXPERIMENTAL EDITION
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Tasting notes: Subtle eucalyptus and fresh 
pine on the nose, followed by smooth sage and 
warming dandelion and burdock on the palate.

Botanicals: Swaps the citrus and sweet notes 
from their signature gin for sage, thyme, orris 
root, lemon balm and silver birch. 

Perfect serve: Founder Sebastian Heeley 
recommends a double shot of gin, fresh thyme, a 
few blackberries and an Indian tonic water.

Following a chance encounter one cold night 
in Manchester, Seb Heeley and Jen Wiggins 
embarked on a love story to craft their very own 
refreshing and unique gin. 

The result was a beautiful yet versatile version of 
a London Dry Gin with a link to their Northern 
upbringing through the use of two distinct 
botanicals: dandelion and burdock root.

Wild Spirit is another evolution of their signature 
gin recipe. It is a creamy, savoury gin with 
complex herbaceous notes that is inspired by 
long walks through the woodlands of South 
Manchester with their side-kick Dee Dee (more 
formally know as Distillery Dog).

MANCHESTER GIN
WILD SPIRIT
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Tasting notes: Subtle juniper spice combines 
with sumptuously sweet raspberries and a hit of 
delicious honey. A decadent treat.

Botanicals: Juniper berries, coriander seeds, 
lemon peel, orange peel, angelica root, 
liquorice root plus fresh Dundee raspberries, 
natural raspberry flavouring and natural honey 
flavouring.

Perfect serve: Absolutely divine with prosecco. 
Add 50ml to a chilled flute, top with bubbly and 
add a few fresh raspberries for garnish.

The first instalment in the Flavourly Gin Project 
is this stunning, sweet Honey and Raspberry 
Liqueur. 

Distilled exclusively for Flavourly by our good 
friends at Strathearn Distillery in Perthshire. One 
of Scotland’s smallest distilleries, their quality 
spirits have never failed to amaze us. 

Though designed to be the perfect base for an 
array of romantic pink cocktails, the sweet nature 
of this liqueur means that it also works perfectly 
on its own, delicious over ice. We can’t wait to see 
how you drink yours.

HONEY AND
RASPBERRY LIQUEUR
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Like the cupboard under the stairs, sometimes 
the most amazing stories start in the unlikeliest 
of places. For The Ginsmiths of Liverpool, 

their quest to bring quality gin to the North West 
of England begins, rather unexpectedly, in the 
Canadian Rockies. 
 “Whilst living in the Banff for a few years, I ended 
up sharing a house with a brewer from the local 
brewpub,” begins Ben Murphy, head distiller at The 
Ginsmiths of Liverpool. “I had already had a slight 
interest in beer but, as I lived with him, it gave me 
an easy way to learn more about it. 
 “Coming back to the UK in 2012, I wanted to 
go back to university to get a degree that had 
a vocation. I needed something to do with the 
sciences and that really interested me; it was 
a tossup between Medicine and Brewing and 
Distilling. In the end, it was the world of alcohol 
that drew me in. 
 “I applied to Heriot-Watt University to study on 
their Brewing and Distilling course with the aim to 
gain a masters in the subject. Over my three years 
studying there, it was studying the science and art 
of distillation that really inspired me.”
 After his studies - with passion, ideas and the 
knowledge with which to harness them - Ben 
returned home to develop a range of gins with 
Liverpudlian spirit (and botanicals). 
 “The Ginsmiths of Liverpool was founded on 
the philosophy of making the highest quality gin 
possible in the heart of Liverpool,” he explains. 
“We incorporate inspiration from the great city 
whereever we can into our recipes. For example, 
our Dry Gin has sea holly. It’s the flower of 
Liverpool and grows along our coast in the sand 
dunes and I hand pick the leaves from it each 
Summer when it’s in season. It brings great body to 

AN INTERVIEW WITH BEN MURPHY:

WORDS: Kevin O’Donnell

A still life of Ben Murphy
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the gin and provides a bit of Liverpool.
 “Our Liverpudlian identity is a massive part of 
who we are and what we do. All of us working with 
the gin are from the Merseyside area; I grew up on 
the Wirral and all my family live in Liverpool still. 
When I moved back from Edinburgh after finishing 
my MSc, I had an overwhelming feeling that I 
had moved home and was about to be part of 
something big in the city. “
 Featured in this month’s Gin Discovery Club is 
Ginsmith’s Citrus Experimental Edition. Created as 
part of their Experimental Editions range, a series 
of gins that seek to showcase different flavours in 
gin while maintaining a balanced taste, this one is 
all about a subtle citric burst. 
 “The Citrus Experimental Edition is a great gin 
to enjoy as a simple gin and tonic with loads of 
ice, a simple spiral of lemon peel and topped 
up with Thomas Henry tonic,” according to Ben. 

“It also works really well as a dry martini but my 
favourite drink with it is, what we call at the Tap & 
Still, a North West of Eden (get the recipe on page 29!) that 
combines the Citrus gin with our Love Lane West 
Coast Ale. It’s a great long drink using St. Germain, 
apple juice, lemon juice and sugar syrup, finished 
with a garnish of cucumber slice and mint leaves. I 
can see it going down well in the summer.
 “[Citrus Experimental Edition’s] recipe is 
using classic ingredients that can be found in 
a traditional dry gin recipe; juniper, coriander, 
angelica root, cardamom, orange peel, lemon peel, 
almond and orris root. These are classic botanicals 
and the idea was to showcase them in a way that 
brings about a familiar profile of a gin but with the 
level of citrus really heightened and brought to the 
front.”
 This citrussy edition is a perfect example of 
Ben’s attitude towards distilling and what he looks >

Inside the Tap & Still, Liverpool
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for in a modern, craft gin: balance. He says: “My 
philosophy is relatively simple. I believe that if 
a botanical doesn’t contribute to the gin then it 
shouldn’t be there at all. That doesn’t only apply 
to the aroma or flavour profile of the gin but to 
the mouthfeel and overall experience of the gin. 
It’s about making the gin a rounded and balanced 
product. I look for lots of flavour that is well 
balanced, and it has to work in a gin and tonic.”
 This philosophy extends even to The Ginsmiths 
of Liverpool’s more off-the-wall efforts. Alongside 
a traditional Dry and a Merchant Navy Gin at 51%, 
their initial core range features the surprising 
addition of a Marshmallow Gin. Though unusual, 
this unconventional spirit has been going down a 
treat. 
 “When we first discussed the idea, I was sceptical 
but have started to come round to it after seeing 
the reception it has had in the public and trade. 
The original idea came from my thesis gin recipe 
which had marshmallow root in it. The soft, fluffy 
sweets that we toast over a fire and put on top of 
a hot chocolate originally get their name from the 
plant, and its dried roots have a very heady vanilla, 
saccharine nose. 

 “As with the rest of the gins, they are first and 
foremost a gin and so need to work with tonic as 
well as being able to identify the juniper in there. 
I developed it as an Old Tom but with the flavour 
of marshmallow needing to be identifiable within 
it. It is by no means overwhelmingly marshmallow 
but it is definitely there.”
 The team at Ginsmiths are aware of the crowded 
market they’re entering but their unique home in 
Liverpool, and a focus on excellence in all that they 
do, is how they plan on elbowing their way in and 
making their mark on the scene. 
 “The gin market over the last few years has gone 
crazy and you could say we are little late to the 
party, but no one is more aware of that than us. 
The Ginsmiths of Liverpool is founded on a desire 
to produce a range of gins that really puts quality 
at the front of everything we do, and not just the 
liquid that goes in the bottle; it’s the packaging, 
the customer service, the experience that any of 
our customers will receive when they visit us at the 
Tap & Still in Liverpool.
 “There aren’t many places in the UK where you 
can sit and drink the products while watching 
them being made and enjoying a great meal, and 
that’s what we have. Bringing everything together 
has been a long journey and a lot of time has 
gone into to developing what we believe is a great 
brand that is supported by some great tasting and 
unique gins.”

There aren’t many 
places in the UK where 
you can sit and drink the 
products while watching 
them being made.
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Northwest of 
Eden
Ingredients:

30ml EE Citrus Gin
10ml St Germain
25ml Eager apple juice
20ml lemon juice
10ml sugar syrup
50ml Love Lane West Coast Ale

Method:

Shake all ingredients over ice 
and strain into an ice-filled 
glass then top with pale ale and 
garnish with a sprig of mint.

Manchester
French 17
Ingredients:

60ml MG Wild Spirit
25ml lemon juice
20ml thyme syrup 
100ml Prosecco

Method:

Shake all ingredients over ice 
and strain into an ice-filled 
glass then top with Prosecco 
and garnish with a sprig of 
rosemary or thyme. 

St. Valentine’s 
G&T
Ingredients:

50ml Honey & Raspberry Liq.
25ml London Dry Gin
25ml lemon juice
Premium tonic water
Raspberries

Method:

Muddle raspberries in a shaker 
then add ice, gins and lemon 
juice. Shake and strain into a 
ice-filled glass. Top with your 
choice of tonic and garnish 
with raspberries and a sprig of 
mint.

MIX IT UP
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How to enjoy your Fentimans Rose Lemonade...
Ingredients:
125ml of Rose Lemonade
25ml of Manchester Gin Wild Spirit
Two cherries
Candied rose petals

Method:
Use a tall glass and pour 25ml of Manchester Gin 
Wild Spirit followed by 125ml of Fentimans Rose 
Lemonade. Put two cherries on a cocktail stick and 
lay this into the glass and to add a Valentine’s twist. 
Add candied rose petals as a 2nd garnish.

IN THE

MIX
with Fentimans

Fentimans, producers of botanically brewed, exquisitely crafted mixers 
are truly passionate about the natural ingredients and flavours they 
use. To achieve an unrivalled depth of flavour they only use the highest 

quality ingredients sourced from specialist suppliers.
 The family run company that is owned by Eldon Robson the Great Great 
Grandson of Thomas Fentiman has just undergone their first brand refresh 
in over a decade. You may notice their range of 125ml mixer bottles are now 
served in a clear flint bottle instead of their original green, this change better 
showcases their range of flavours.
 This month’s box features Fentimans Rose Lemonade and their new 
Connoissuers Tonic Water. The Rose Lemonade is made from Rose Oil from 
the famous Valley of the Roses in Bulgaria and adds a nice floral sweetness 
when paired with gin. The new Connoisseurs Tonic came from a request 
from a master distiller, who wanted a tonic that would complement, and 
not conceal, the subtle botanical flavours used in gin. The new Connoisseurs 
Tonic Water is delicately infused with natural botanicals. The result is a clean 
and refreshing tonic that enhances the delicate flavours of the world’s best 
gins, perfect for a Valentine’s gin.
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BOTTLESHOP
MUST-HAVES

THE DRINKS YOU CAN’T MISS



Must-have beers
Flavourly bottleshop must-haves

2

31

With over 350 craft beers available on our online bottleshop, working out where to start can be a daunting task. 
Well, we’re doing the hard work for you. Here are some the coolest, newest and best beers available right now on 
Flavourly.com that you just have to try...

2. Boyne Session IPA
Boyne has blessed us with another 
legendary beer in this bright and 
refreshing IPA. This is a light bodied and 
lemony beer with a clean uncomplicated 
finish. It’s a perfect thirst quencher.

3. Sour & Smash
A collaboration between Vocation and 
Chorlton Brewing Co, bringing you a 
sour reinterpretation of Vocation’s DIPA 
Smash & Grab. Pucker-inducing with an 
8.5% ABV punch.

1. Winter Nights Dark Collection
There are still plenty of cold nights on the horizon before spring sweeps in 
and saves the day. Here at Flavourly, as the nights get colder the beers get 
darker.

Nothing quite compares to cosying up with a warming stout or porter in the 
comfort of your own home while temperatures drop and conditions decline 
outside. 

With a collection of toasty little dark numbers for you to warm up to. This 
collection contains 10 beers and a glass to enjoy them in. Take care, for the 
night is dark and full of malts.
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7. Panda Eyes Red Honey Ale
Finely selected Australian barley 
malt, along with fresh American hops 
enhanced by the finest Baihua honey 
from China. The deep amber beer is dry, 
spicy and bittersweet.

6. Vanilla Sky
BAD Co. have graced us with this 
decadent vanilla stout. Chocolatey and 
rich with a sweet, vanilla aroma. You 
could pair it with ice cream but that 
might be over doing it a bit. 

8. Flamingo Juice Collection
Golden like the sands of a sun-soaked 
beach, Flamingo Juice is our very own 
tempting taste of the tropics - brewed 
by our friends at BAD Co. This collection 
features eight cans and a glass.

9. Mikkeller Collection
The internationally acclaimed Mikkeller 
are innovative brewers whose beers 
are renowned around the world. Our 
Mikkeller box is a great introduction to 
their incredible range.

5. First World Problems
In this case, the first world problem is not 
knowing just quite what this beer is. It’s a 
blend of Belgian yeast, new world hops, 
malty undertones and spicy rye. We’ll 
leave it up to you to come to a verdict.

4. Corpse Reviver
A zesty sour beer brewed in 
collaboration with BrewDog Edinburgh 
for Collabfest 2017. Creamy, sour, 
delicious and you may come back to life 
just to have another!

975

864
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Must-have gins
Flavourly bottleshop must-haves

2

31

Alongside our innovative #LetterboxGin that drops delicious gin liqueur right through your door, our bottleshop 
on Flavourly.com is home to some of the country’s newest, coolest and most unique craft gins that the gin 
renaissance has to offer.

2. Makar Mulberry Aged Gin
Deliciously different from the award 
winning original. Still smooth but with 
the addition of the flavours from virgin 
Mulberry Wood casks in which it has 
been aged for 10 weeks. 

3. Gin Bothy Stirrup Cup
Stirrup Cup is infused with Scottish 
apples, ginger and our classic hedgerow 
flower - gorse. Great served with a 
sparkling apple juice and sliced red 
apples for garnish.

1. #LetterboxGin
This Valentine’s Day, forget the flowers, forget the chocolates; send your 
loved one gin through their letterbox with Flavourly.

Featuring two 50ml pouches of our perfectly pink Honey and Raspberry Gin 
Liqueur, this is the only way to tell someone they’re the gin to your tonic. 
Plus, personalise with a gift message to the one you love.

Distilled exclusively for Flavourly by Strathearn Distillery, our liqueur is the 
perfect base for an array of romantic pink cocktails.

Pre-order your #LetterboxGin at: flavourly.com/letterboxgin
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7. Leith Gin
The blend reflects the maritime history 
of Leith, with botanicals coming from the 
four corners of the globe. A no-nonsense 
experience – very much inspired by Leith 
and its folk.

6. Daffy’s Gin
Known as the goddess of gin, Daffy’s 
unique quality comes from distilling the 
best French grain spirit they can get their 
hands on and adding Lebanese mint to 
the mix. Fresh and lively!

8. Pickering’s Sloe Gin
For each batch Pickering’s make a 
special, one-off distillation that perfectly 
complements the warmth of the sloes 
and lends just the right amount of rich 
sweetness to their dry, spiced gin.

9. McQueen Sweet Citrus
It’s flooded with fruity flavours, lemon 
and orange creating a sharp feel on 
top of the mouth-watering bite of the 
grapefruit. Exhilarating on the nose, 
refreshing to the taste.

5. Shortcross Gin
From Rademon Estate Distillery comes 
Shortcross Gin, a traditional gin inspired 
by their surroundings, bottling the scent 
of the forest for a tantalising touch of 
nature. 

4. Slingsby Rhubarb
This is one is all rhubarb and raspberry 
followed by the bitter tang of the pink 
grapefruit citrus base. A tart rhubarb 
finish rounds off the drink leaving an 
unforgettable flavour on the palate.

975

864
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4. Borders, R&B
Borders Highland Single Grain Whisky 
pays homage to the distillery’s Victorian 
heritage, giving it a fresh twist by 
finishing the whisky in Oloroso Sherry 
casks. 

3. Arran 14 Y.O.
The Arran 14 year-old is an immensely 
popular part of their core range. It is a 
perfectly balanced marriage of both first 
fill sherry and bourbon casks and is a 
highly rewarding single malt.

5. Bruichladdich Islay Barley
Malty sweet, cereal, honey, clean and 
citrus fresh. A stunning example of 
how trickle distillation using Victorian 
equipment and 134 years of practice can 
produce a young spirit.

6. Balvenie DoubleWood
The Balvenie DoubleWood is a 12 year 
old single malt which gains its distinctive 
character from being matured in two 
wood types. Smooth and mellow with 
beautifully combined flavours.

2. Benromach 10 Y.O
Take a sniff to pick up the rich sherry 
with fruit and nut chocolate, and malty 
biscuit. Now sip your dram, roll the 
whisky around your mouth to pick up 
juicy raspberries and brambles.

1. Aberlour A’bunadh
Aberlour A’bunadh is a unique cask 
strength whisky that has achieved cult 
status among whisky connoisseurs. It is 
without chill filtration or other modern 
processes.

642

531

The wonderful world of whisky is a vast, diverse entity. Whether you’re thirsty for your first dram or a connoisseur 
planning on picking up the perfect bottle for your collection, the selection on Flavourly.com right now has 
something for every whisky drinker.  

Must-have whiskies
Flavourly bottleshop must-haves
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4. Arbikie Potato Vodka
This Highland grown Scottish vodka 
is brought to you by the same passion 
that goes into the distilling of Arbikie’s 
whisky. It’s made from home grown 
potatoes and Angus filtered water.

3. Salted Caramel Vodka
Heavenly and inviting with notes of 
caramel, toffee, white chocolate and 
marshmallow. The spirit contains salted 
caramel flavours to deliver a soft, 
delicious finish.

5. Finnieston Fling
A cocktail in a can! Finnieston Fling adds 
a big burst of citrus to the Scotch malt 
base, with a fresh sprig of mint and warm 
ginger kick. Flavour to make your taste 
buds sing with joy. 

6. Absolut + FREE Glass
One of the most iconic vodkas around, 
this Swedish gem has been on the 
go since 1879 and remains a world 
favourite. Plus, while stocks last, get a 
FREE stemless martini glass!

2. The Kraken Spiced Rum
Like the beast itself this rum emerged 
out of nowhere and with its strength 
pulled us down into its inky darkness... 
And we loved it. Introduced in 2010, The 
Kraken blew everyone away

1. Pernod Absinthe
The green fairy is back in its original 
version. One century after the ban, the 
spirit produced from wormwood returns 
in the closest possible recreation of the 
original Pernod Absinthe from 1805.

642

531

Beyond craft beer, gin and whisky, Flavourly.com is home to every bottle you’ll ever need and then some - all 
under one virtual roof. This month’s must-haves cover a wide range of categories from rum and vodka all the way 
to absinthe and cocktails in a can!

Must-have drinks
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Beer and chocolate are two things 
that so many people love so why 
not have them together? It can 

create some great partnerships and 
you are sure to have some chocolate 
boxes that will need to be eaten around 
Valentine’s Day.
 Wine and Chocolate have long been 
paired together, it is nothing new, so 
get experimental this Valentine’s Day 
by matching chocolate with beer to 
impress your significant other.

Why pair beer and chocolate? 
Craft beer embraces strong flavours from 
fruity and spicy saisons to the sweet 
and milky stouts, just like chocolate can 
range from the bitterest of darks to rich 
and velvety white chocolate. These two 
favourites are made for each other giving 
you lots of tasting notes to play with and 
match against.

 The sweetest and creamiest offering 
is white chocolate and you’ll want to 
match this with something like BAD Co’s 
Vanilla Sky. The decadence of this va-
nilla stout highlights the subtle flavours 
in white chocolate, bringing this duo of 
sweetness together in perfect harmony. 
 If you want to cut through the 
creaminess of the white chocolate you 
could pair it with a beer that is full of 
fresh fruity flavours such as Tempest’s 
Sour Peach Pale Ale. It is filled with 
delicate peach notes that balance out 
nicely with a tart finish to enhance the 
white chocolate’s sweet characteristics 
and take this pairing to a whole new 
level. 

Now go forth into Valentines Day with all your beer and chocolate knowledge! 
As with any craft beer and chocolate pairings, finding what you like is entirely 
subjective to your taste. Only time and practice will make you an expert even if 
the pairings seem rather odd at first.

You’ll want to pair milk chocolate with a 
beer that will bring out the subtle, sweet 
flavours like vanilla. Left Hand’s Milk 
Stout Nitro is a great choice. It has notes 
of brown sugar, vanilla and even hints of 
coffee that  will naturally compliment the 
milky sweetness of the chocolate.

Dark chocolate and fruity beers are a 
match made in heaven. Liefmans Kriek 
Brut is a great choice; this Belgian ale 
is infused for 18 months with black 
cherries, making it both sweet and 
sour. This couples perfectly with dark 
chocolate to cut through the bitterness 
and bring out the more subtle flavour 
notes in the chocolate. 

The science behind why it works...
The carbonation of the beer helps to 
cut through the fatty coating choco-
late creates that surrounds your palate, 
meaning the two together create a 
full-on flavour experience! A great tip to 
keep in mind when experimenting with 
beer and chocolate is to match strength 
with strength. 

How to pair

to get you started

this Valentines Day
BEER AND CHOCOLATE

some ideas
WHITE CHOCOLATE MILK CHOCOLATE DARK CHOCOLATE

WORDS: Claire MacDonald
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One for you, one for me!
Earn FREE DRINKS when you refer a friend to Flavourly
Did you know that you can earn free drinks by referring your friends, family and loose 
acquaintances to Flavourly? Enjoying craft drinks is more fun with friends, anyway.
Simply log in to your account and share your buddy code to start earning. Your friends get 
£5 off their first delivery and you’ll earn £5 towards your next one! Very nice.
Visit flavourly.com/referral-program to share your buddy code today!
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